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Abstract: I had the honor and great pleasure of collaborating closely with Jean-Pierre 
Hermand over a period of 10 years (2002-2012). This paper briefly recalls our work on 
adjoint methods for underwater geoacoustics, where we coupled acoustic wave propagation 
with semi-automatic differentiation to solve inverse problems. In the second part, we present 
recent work on underwater acoustic monitoring of whales. Here we are coupling classical 
pde-based acoustic modelling (direct and inverse) with modern machine learning 
approaches. 
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1. JEAN-PIERRE HERMAND – IN MEMORIAM  

1.1. Earlier work 

In 2002, Jean-Pierre was invited by me to chair a 
thesis defence jury. In the thesis and subsequent 
publications [1, 2], we had just started to investigate the 
feasibility of an adjoint approach to the following 
inverse problem: from surface/antenna measurements of 
underwater acoustic signals, can we recover the sound 
speed profile of the water column as well as the 
properties of the underlying seafloor? The knowledge of 
both seafloor and water column properties are 
indispensable in shallow water environments, where the 
acoustic wave propagation is strongly influenced by sea 
and sediments. Jean-Pierre immediately saw in this 
approach an alternative to the more classical model-
based matched filter approach, with which he was 
familiar. This was the start of our extremely fruitful 
scientific collaboration that covered 10 years and 
produced 30-odd publications. 

1.2. Later work 

Having exhausted the analytical approach for deriving the adjoint equations, we decided in 
2006 to explore automatic, or rather semi-automatic adjoint derivations. The former, known 
as “automatic differentiation”, was deemed less well adapted than a novel approach based on 
the construction of a modular graph. This approach, YAO [3, 4, 5], provided more flexibility 
but required that the user provide a modular graph describing the computational steps of the 
inversion algorithm. The results obtained enabled us to perform coupled inversions (sound-
speed profile plus bottom sediments) in realistic environments – see Fig. 1. 

The last paper we co-authored, dealt with applications of underwater acoustics to 
archaeology [6]. And our last common project was financed by CNRS and concerned the 
elaboration of a passive acoustic underwater monitoring system, inspired by Jean-Pierre’s 
pioneering work on Posidonia  characterization [7, 8]. 

 
Oh yes, the “mileage” in the title? Well, working with Jean-Pierre always entailed lots of 

travelling – to workshops, meetings, partners, oceans and continents! 
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Fig.1: Coupled inversion of sound speed profile and sediment properties (two-layer case) [3]. 

2. PASSIVE ACOUSTIC MONITORING FOR BIODIVERSITY 

2.1. Introduction and context 

The conservation of cetaceans has been a major environmental concern for the last 50 
years. The population of most large whales probably went down to the verge of extinction 
during the 20th century due to non-sustainable whaling. Since then, new dangers are arising 
for large and small cetaceans, such as the general level of man-made noise in the oceans. 

 
One of the first and the most difficult tasks for cetacean preservation is to estimate their 

actual number. In this context, passive acoustic monitoring has been increasingly used to 
estimate cetacean populations although it is still a challenging technique for most species.  

2.2. Instrumentation and measurement campaigns 

Our initial studies were dedicated to blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) populations.  A 
field experiment close to the Chanaral Island Natural Reserve, 600 km north of Santiago de 
Chile was set up. This field experiment comprised: the mooring of a fixed hydrophone for one 
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and a half months during the summer of 2017, a visual follow-up of the zone between the 
island and the shore, and measurements of physical and biological properties to run an 
adapted computer simulation. 

Subsequent studies have concerned sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus). Measurement 
campaigns have been run in the Mediterranean (Bombyx Platform, Sphyrna drone), in the 
Caribbean (Jason – Fig. 2), and Mauritius (3-hydrophone, hand-held antenna + GoPro – Fig. 
3). 

 

 
Fig. 2: JASON High Blue Recorder 

 

  
Fig. 3: The 3-hydrophone audiovisual antenna, 3 x 600 kHz, held by F. Sarano in 2018 

(credit R. Heuzey) 

3. CLASSICAL APPROACHES BASED ON FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING 

A spectral finite element method was used to simulate the acoustic field, based on real 
bathymetry and water column measurements. Then correlations are computed to identify the 
emitters (whales) from field recordings using the Bombyx Platform. The initial results 
obtained [9] are promising. 
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4. MACHINE LEARNING ON BIOACOUSTIC SIGNALS 

With the extraction of the TDoA from multichannel recordings, we were able to compute 
the DOA (Direction of Arrival), which allowed us to pinpoint the source location on each 
simultaneously recorded audio and video clip. The divers’ visual identification of each animal 
allows us to tie each click to an individual. This database can be used to understand more 
deeply which features could be tied to an individual, and which are invariant and define the 
Physeter macroencephalus sonar [10]. 

Moreover, we propose a new kind of autoencoder that we call a stereo autoencoder (SAE) 
and represent in Fig. 4. This model is simply a double input autoencoder with double output. 
We chose as inputs the first two channels because they are the least noisy and are recorded 
with the same hydrophone, which could help the network to learn. The output of this SAE is 
composed of two branches, one that will reconstruct the signal, and one that will offset it to 
match each channel. The aim is (i) to study the features captured by the autoencoder, which 
could be features describing the individual that emitted the click, and (ii) to get features 
describing the type of click that has been emitted, according to their TDoA, angle of arrival 
etc. We show that this SAE generates an embedding space that efficiently clusters in 3D the 
clicks with respect to these features. The other goal of the autoencoder was to have an 
unsupervised method for computing the TDOA. By computing TDOA in that manner, the aim 
is to obtain better localisation results than with usual methods, such as the generalized cross 
correlation (see Section 3).  
 

 
Fig. 4: Autoencoder with extra branch for denoising stereo signals. 
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